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Abstract. We consider generalizations of juggling Markov chains introduced by Ayyer, Bouttier, Corteel and Nunzi.
We first study multispecies generalizations of all the finite models therein, namely the MJMC, the add-drop and the
annihilation models. We then consider the case of several jugglers exchanging balls. In all cases, we give explicit
product formulas for the stationary probability and closed-form expressions for the normalization factor if known.
Résumé. On s’intéresse à des généralisations des chaînes de Markov de jonglage introduites par Ayyer, Bouttier,
Corteel et Nunzi. On étudie d’abord des généralisations multiespèces de tous les modèles finis, à savoir le MJMC et
les modèles d’add-drop et d’annihilation. On considère ensuite le cas de plusieurs jongleurs échangeant des balles
entre eux. Dans chacun des cas, on donne une formule explicite sous forme de produit pour l’état stationnaire, ainsi
qu’une forme réduite pour le facteur de normalisation dans les cas où l’on en connaît une.
Keywords: Markov chains, Combinatorics, Juggling
1 Introduction
Several combinatorial Markov chains are known to have, despite nontrivial dynamics, an explicit and
sometimes remarkably simple stationary state. As famous examples related to physics, let us mention
the 1D asymmetric exclusion process and the zero-range process, see for instance respectively [DEHP93]
and [EH05]. In [AL14], the authors studied an inhomogeneous multispecies generalization of the to-
tally asymmetric simple exclusion process on the ring introduced in [DJLS93] and solved completely in
[FM07]. The purpose of this paper is to apply the same philosophy to the simpler juggling processes in-
troduced in [War05] then extended in [ELV15] and [ABCN15], by providing multispecies generalizations
of all the models.
Our proofs were mainly obtained by Warrington’s combinatorial approach which consists of introduc-
ing an enriched chain whose stationary distribution is simpler, and which yields the original chain by
:We are indebted to Sylvie Corteel for her participation in this project, see [ABC`15]. Email of the corresponding author :
fnunzi@liafa.univ-paris-diderot.fr.
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a projection or “lumping” procedure, see e.g. [LPW09, Section 2.3.1]. Let us summarize this strategy.
Suppose we have a Markov chain on the state space S (which will be a finite set in all cases considered
here), with transition matrix P (which is a matrix with rows and columns indexed by S, such that all rows
sum up to 1), and for which we want to find the stationary distribution, namely the (usually unique) row
vector pi whose entries sum up to 1 and such that piP “ pi. The idea is to introduce another “enriched”
Markov chain on a larger state space S˜ with transition matrix P˜ , which has the two following properties:
(i) its stationary distribution p˜i is “easy” to find (for instance we may guess and then check its general form
because its entries are integers with nice factorizations, or monomials in some parameters of the chain)
and (ii) it projects to the original Markov chain in the sense that there exists an equivalence relation „
over S˜ such that S can be identified with S˜{ „ (i.e. the set of equivalence classes of „), and such that the
lumping condition ÿ
y1„y
P˜x,y1 “ Prxs,rys (1)
is satisfied for all x, y in S˜, where rxs P S denotes the equivalence class of x. Then, it is straightforward
to check that the stationary distribution pi of the original Markov chain is given by
pirxs “
ÿ
x1„x
p˜ix1 . (2)
In principle, there may be a large number of terms in the right-hand side of (2), making the resulting
stationary distribution pi nontrivial.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss in some detail the first model,
the so-called Multispecies Juggling Markov Chain (MSJMC): Section 2.1 provides its definition and the
expression for its stationary distribution, and Section 2.2 is devoted to the enriched chain. Other models
with a fluctuating number of balls of each type (but with a finite state space) are considered in Section 3:
we introduce the multispecies extension of the add-drop and the annihilation models studied in [ABCN15]
in the respective Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Finally, in Section 4, we describe another possible extension of the
juggling Markov chain of [War05], that involves several jugglers. Due to space restrictions, several proofs
are omitted. These appear in a longer paper written with S. Corteel [ABC`15].
2 Multispecies juggling
2.1 Definition and stationary distribution
The first model that we consider in this paper, and for which we give most details, is a “multispecies”
generalization of the so-called Multivariate Juggling Markov Chain (MJMC) introduced in [ABCN15],
which was itself a generalisation of a probabilistic juggling model [War05]. We first quickly remind the
reader of the original model. Colloquially speaking, the juggler has a fixed number of balls n, which he
can throw up to a maximum height h. At each time step, he either waits for any ball to land, or if a ball
lands, he throws it uniformly randomly to a vacant height.
In our new model, the juggler has balls of different densities, and when a heavy ball collides with a
light one, the light ball is bumped to a higher position, where it can itself bump a lighter ball, etc, until a
ball arrives at the topmost position. More precisely, our Multispecies Juggling Markov Chain (MSJMC)
is defined as follows.
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Let T be a fixed positive integer, and n1, . . . , nT be a sequence of positive integers. The state space
Stn1,...,nT of the MSJMC is the set of words on the alphabet t1, . . . , T u containing, for all i “ 1, . . . , T ,
ni occurrences of the letter i (the letter 1 represents the heaviest ball and T the lightest one). Of course
those words have length n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nT , and there are
`
n
n1,...,nT
˘
different states.
To understand the transitions, it is perhaps best to start with an example, by considering the word
132132 (i.e. T “ 3, n1 “ n2 “ n3 “ 2). The first letter 1 corresponds to the ball received by the juggler:
it can be thrown either directly to the topmost position, i.e. to the right of the word (resulting in the word
321321), or in the place of any lighter ball. Say we throw it in place of the first 2. This 2 can in turn be
thrown either to the topmost position (resulting in the word 311322), or in the place of a lighter ball on its
right: here it can only “bump” the second 3, which in turn has no choice but to go to the topmost position,
resulting in the word 311223. This latter transition is represented on Figure 1.
1 3 2 1 3 2
1 3 5 7
3 1 1 2 2 3
Fig. 1: A possible transition from the state 132132, corresponding to the bumping sequence p1, 3, 5, 7q.
We now give a formal definition of the transitions. Let w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn be a state in Stn1,...,nT ,
and set, by convention, wn`1 “ 8. A bumping sequence for w is an increasing sequence of integers
pap1q, . . . , apkqq with length at most T ` 1 such that ap1q “ 1, apkq “ n` 1 and, for all j between 1 and
k ´ 1, wapjq ă wapj`1q (that is to say, the ball at position apjq is heavier than that at position apj ` 1q).
We denote by Bw the set of bumping sequences for w. For a P Bw, we define the state wa resulting from
w via the bumping sequence a by
wai “
#
wap`´1q if i “ ap`q ´ 1 for some `,
wi`1 otherwise,
(3)
which is easily seen to belong to Stn1,...,nT . Returning to the example in Figure 1 with w “ 132132, the
longest possible bumping sequence is a “ p1, 3, 5, 7q and indeed wa “ 311223.
We now turn to defining the transition probabilities, which means assigning a probability to each bump-
ing sequence. As in the MJMC, these probabilities will depend on a sequence z1, z2, . . . of nonnegative
real parameters, whose interpretation is now the following. Suppose that we have constructed the i ´ 1
first elements pap1q, . . . , api´ 1qq of a random bumping sequence, so that apiq has to be chosen in the set
t`| api ´ 1q ă ` ď n ` 1, w` ą wapi´1qu: zj is then proportional to the probability that we pick apiq as
the j-th largest(i) element in that set. Upon normalizing, we find that the actual probability of picking a
specific apiq can be written
Qw,apiq “
zJwpapiq,wapi´1qq
yJwpapi´1q`1,wapi´1qq
, (4)
(i) If we replace “largest” by “smallest” here, then the MSJMC does not seem to have a simple stationary distribution anymore.
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where we introduce the general useful notations
yi “ z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zi, (5)
Jwpm, tq “ #t`|m ď ` ď n` 1, w` ą tu, (6)
for m P v1, nw , t P v1, T w and i P v2, kw (throughout this paper, vr, sw denotes the set of integers between
r and s), and where we recall the convention wn`1 “ 8. All in all, the global probability assigned to the
bumping sequence a is
śk
i“2Qw,apiq. Noting that, for all states w,w1 P Stn1,...,nT , there is at most one
a P Bw such that w1 “ wa, we define the transition probability from w to w1 as
Pw,w1 “
#śk
i“2Qw,apiq if w1 “ wa for some a P Bw,
0 otherwise.
(7)
For instance, the transition of Figure 1 has probability z4{y5 ˆ z2{y2 ˆ z1{y1.
Remark 1 The MJMC studied in [ABCN15] is recovered by taking T “ 2, upon identifying 1’s with balls
(‚) and 2’s with vacant positions (˝).
123
132
312231
213
321
z3
y3
· z2y2
z3
y3
· z1y2
z2
y3
z1
y3
z2
y2
z2
y3 z2
y2
z1
y2
z1
y2
z1
y3
z3
y3
1
1
Fig. 2: Transition graph of the MSJMC with T “ 3 and n1 “ n2 “ n3 “ 1.
Example 2 Figure 2 illustrates the MSJMC on St1,1,1, and the corresponding transition matrix in the
basis t123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321u reads¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
z3
y3
¨ z2y2 z3y3 ¨ z1y2 z2y3 z1y3 0 0
z3
y3
0 0 0 z2y3
z1
y3
z2
y2
z1
y2
0 0 0 0
0 0 z2y2 0
z1
y2
0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚. (8)
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Observe that py1y2y3, y21y3, y1y22 , y21y2, y21y2, y31q is a left eigenvector with eigenvalue 1, and thus is pro-
portional to the stationary distribution.
It is not difficult to check that generically (i.e. when all zi are nonzero), the MSJMC is irreducible and
aperiodic, and thus admits a unique stationary distribution pi. Our main result for this section is an explicit
expression for pi.
Theorem 3 The stationary probability of w P Stn1,...,nT is given by
pipwq “ 1
Z
nź
i“1
yJwpi`1,wiq, (9)
where the normalization factor Z reads
Z “
Tź
i“1
hnipy1, . . . , yn´n1´¨¨¨´ni`1q, (10)
with h` the complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree `.
Returning again to the example w “ 132132, we have pipwq “ y31y2y3y5. According to the general
lumping strategy outlined in the introduction, Theorem 3 is proved by introducing a suitable enriched
Markov chain as follows.
2.2 The enriched Markov chain
The first idea to define the enriched Markov chain comes from expanding the product on the right-hand
side of (9) using the definition (5) of the yj’s, resulting in a sum of monomials in the zj’s which is naturally
indexed by the set of sequences v “ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn of positive integers such that vi ď Jwpi ` 1, wiq for all
i P v1, nw. Let us call such v an auxiliary word for w. This suggests that we can define an enriched state
as a pair pw, vq where w P Stn1,...,nT and v is an auxiliary word for w. We denote by Sn1,...,nT the set of
enriched states.
The second idea, needed to define the transitions, is to use the auxiliary word to “record” some infor-
mation about the past, in such a way that all transitions leading to a given enriched state have the same
probability (this will be a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4 below). More precisely, given an
enriched state pw, vq, we consider as before a bumping sequence a P Bw, and we define the resulting
enriched state pw, vqa “ pw1, v1q by updating of course the basic state as before, i.e. we set w1 “ wa as in
(3), while we update the auxiliary word as
v1i “
#
Jw1pi` 1, w1iq if i “ ap`q ´ 1 for some `,
vi`1 otherwise.
(11)
For instance, in our running example w “ 132132 and a “ p1, 3, 5, 7q, for v “ 412211 we have v1 “
142211. We may think of the auxiliary word as “labels” carried by the balls, that are modified for the
bumped balls and preserved otherwise. The transition probability from pw, vq to pw1, v1q is as before
rPpw,vq,pw1,v1q “
#śk
i“2Qw,apiq if pw1, v1q “ pw, vqa for some a P Bw,
0 otherwise.
(12)
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It is clear that the enriched chain projects to the MSJMC. Indeed, we define an equivalence relation over
Sn1,...,nT by simply “forgetting” the auxiliary word, so that the equivalence classes may be identified with
Stn1,...,nT (note that 1
n is a valid auxiliary word for any element of Stn1,...,nT ). The lumping condition
(1) is trivially satisfied, since we have rPpw,vq,pw,vqa “ Pw,wa for all pw, vq in Sn1,...,nT and a in Bw, andrPpw,vq,pwa,v1q “ 0 whenever pwa, v1q ‰ pw, vqa.
Theorem 4 The stationary distribution of pw, vq in Sn1,...,nT for the enriched chain is
p˜ipw, vq “ 1
Z
nź
i“1
zvi (13)
where Z is the normalization factor.
Proof: We have to check that, for all pw1, v1q P Sn1,...,nT , we haveÿ
pw,vqPSn1,...,nT
rPpw,vq,pw1,v1qp˜ipw, vq “ p˜ipw1, v1q, (14)
which is done by characterizing the possible predecessors of pw1, v1q. Let pw, vq be such that pw1, v1q “
pw, vqa for some bumping sequence a P Bw. We will show in particular that a and w are uniquely
determined from the data of pw1, v1q hence, as claimed above, all transitions to pw1, v1q have the same
probability.
We start by explaining how to recover the bumping sequence a “ pap1q, . . . , apkqq or, more precisely,
its set of values A “ tap1q, . . . , apkqu. Recall that 1 and n ` 1 belong to A by definition. We claim that
j P v2, nw belongs to A if and only if the following two conditions hold:
(i) v1j´1 “ Jw1pj, w1j´1q,
(ii) w1j´1 ă w1j1´1 where j1 is the smallest element of AX vj ` 1, n` 1w.
Indeed, these two conditions are clearly necessary: (i) by (11), and (ii) by (3) and the requirement that
wj ă wj1 when j ă j1 are both in the bumping sequence. Conversely, assume that j R A, so that
wj “ w1j´1 and vj “ v1j´1. By the definition of the MSJMC transitions, the subword w1j ¨ ¨ ¨w1n is a
permutation of wj`1 ¨ ¨ ¨wnw1j1´1. Hence, recalling (6), Jw1pj, w1j´1q ´ Jwpj ` 1, wjq is equal to 1 if
(ii) holds and to 0 otherwise. If (i) holds, we have Jw1pj, w1j´1q “ v1j´1 “ vj ď Jwpj ` 1, wjq, hence
(ii) cannot hold. This completes the proof of our claim, which fully determines A (hence a) by reverse
induction.
Once we have recovered a, it is clear that w is uniquely determined, while we have vj “ v1j´1 for
j R A. All predecessors of pw1, v1q are then obtained by picking, for each j P Aztn` 1u, vj an arbitrary
integer between 1 and Jwpj ` 1, wjq. This shows thatÿ
v:pw1,v1q“pw,vqa
p˜ipw, vq “ 1
Z
ź
jRA
zv1j´1
ź
jPAztn`1u
yJwpj`1,wjq. (15)
The last observation we need is that Jwpapiq, wapi´1qq “ Jw1papiq, w1apiq´1q “ v1apiq´1 for all i P
v2, kw, since w1apiq ¨ ¨ ¨w1n is a permutation of wapiq ¨ ¨ ¨wn and since wapi´1q “ w1apiq´1. By (4) and (7)
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we find that, for any predecessor pw, vq of pw1, v1q,
rPpw,vq,pw1,v1q “ śjPAzt1u zv1j´1ś
jPAztn`1u yJwpj`1,wjq
. (16)
Combined with (15), the desired stationarity condition (14) follows. l
Proof of Theorem 3: The expression (9) is immediately obtained by applying the general lumping ex-
pression (2) for the stationary state, Theorem 4 and the definition of enriched states. It remains to check
the expression (10), which we do by induction on T . Let φpwq “śni“1 yJwpi`1,wiq, so that Z is the sum
of φpwq over all w P Stn1,...,nT . The expression (10) holds for T “ 0, as Z “ φpq “ 1 where  is the
empty word. For T ě 1, let w be a word in Stn1,...,nT , and let wˆ P Stn2,...,nT be the word obtained by re-
moving all occurrences of 1 in w, and shifting all remaining letters down by 1. Denote by i1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą in1
the positions of 1’s in w, and let j` “ n ` 2 ´ i` ´ `, so that 1 ď j1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď jn1 ď n ´ n1 ` 1. The
mapping w ÞÑ pwˆ, pj1, . . . , jn1qq is bijective, and it is not difficult to see from the definition (6) of Jwp¨, ¨q
that
φpwq “ φpwˆq
n1ź
`“1
yj` . (17)
Summing the product on the right-hand side over all sequences pj1, . . . , jn1q yields the complete homo-
geneous symmetric polynomial hn1py1, . . . , yn´n1`1q, and (10) follows by induction. l
3 Multispecies juggling with fluctuating types
Our goal is here to introduce multispecies generalizations of the add-drop and annihilation models [War05,
ABCN15]. Both models have the same state space and the same transition graph, but transition proba-
bilities differ. The state space is StTn , the set of words of length n on the alphabet A “ t1, . . . , T u : the
number of balls of each type is not fixed anymore and thus there are Tn possible states. The transitions
are similar to the ones in the MSJMC, except that the type of the ball the juggler throws is independent of
the type of the ball he just caught. This ball then initiates a bumping sequence as defined before. More
precisely, starting with a state w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn P StTn , we let w´ “ w2 ¨ ¨ ¨wn: transitions consist in
replacing the first letter of w by an arbitrary j P A, resulting in the intermediate state jw´, then apply-
ing a bumping sequence a P Bjw´ , resulting in the final state pjw´qa, where p¨qa is defined as in (3).
Defining transitions probabilities requires specifying how we pick j and a. The multispecies add-drop
and annihilation models differ in the way that we pick the new ball of type j and the position ap2q where
it is inserted, while the subsequent elements ap3q, . . . , apkq of the bumping sequence are then chosen in
the same way as for the MSJMC.
3.1 Add-drop model
In the add-drop model, choosing a ball of type j and sending it to the `-th available position from the right
is done with probability proportional to cjz` where, in addition to the previous parameters z1, z2, . . ., we
introduce new nonnegative real parameters c1, . . . , cT that can be interpreted as “activities” for each type
of ball. Because lighter balls can be inserted in fewer possible positions, the actual probability of choosing
j and ` has to be normalized, and reads cjz`{přTt“1 ctyJwp2,tqq where w is the initial state and where we
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11
21
31
12
22
32
13
23
33
Fig. 3: The basic transition graph on St32. Note that the first letter has no effect on which states can be reached.
use the same notations (5) and (6) as before (note that Jwpm, tq “ Jjw´pm, tq for all m ą 1). As the
position where the new ball is inserted is ap2q ą 1, saying that it is the `-th available position from the
right means that ` “ Jwpap2q, jq. As said above, the subsequent elements ap3q, . . . , apkq of the bumping
sequence a are chosen in the same way as for the MSJMC, so that the global probability of picking a new
ball of type j and a bumping sequence a P Bjw´ is
pwpj, aq “ cjzJwpap2q,jqřT
t“1 ctyJwp2,tq
kź
i“3
Qw,apiq (18)
where we recall the notation (4). The multispecies add-drop juggling Markov chain is then the Markov
chain on the state space StTn for which the transition probability from w to w
1 reads
Pw,w1 “
#
pwpj, aq if w1 “ pjw´qa for some j P A and a P Bjw´ ,
0 otherwise.
(19)
Note that we recover the add-drop juggling model of [ABCN15] when we set T “ 2.
Example 5 The transition matrix of the multispecies add-drop Markov chain on the set space St32 in the
ordered basis t11, 21, 31, 12, 22, 32, 13, 23, 33u reads¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
c1z1
λ1
0 0 c2z1λ1 0 0
c3z1
λ1
0 0
c1z1
λ1
0 0 c2z1λ1 0 0
c3z1
λ1
0 0
c1z1
λ1
0 0 c2z1λ1 0 0
c3z1
λ1
0 0
0 c1z1λ2 0
c1z2
λ2
c2z1
λ2
0 0 c3z1λ2 0
0 c1z1λ2 0
c1z2
λ2
c2z1
λ2
0 0 c3z1λ2 0
0 c1z1λ2 0
c1z2
λ2
c2z1
λ2
0 0 c3z1λ2 0
0 0 c1z1λ3 0 0
c2z1
λ3
c1z2
λ3
c2z2
λ3
c3z1
λ3
0 0 c1z1λ3 0 0
c2z1
λ3
c1z2
λ3
c2z2
λ3
c3z1
λ3
0 0 c1z1λ3 0 0
c2z1
λ3
c1z2
λ3
c2z2
λ3
c3z1
λ3
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(20)
with the notation λ1 “ pc1` c2` c3qy1 , λ2 “ c1y2`pc2` c3qy1 and λ3 “ pc1` c2qy2` c3y1. One can
check that pc21y21 , c1c2y21 , c1c3y21 , c1c2y1y2, c22y21 , c2c3y21 , c1c3y1y2, c2c3y1y2, c23y21q is a left eigenvector
for the eigenvalue 1.
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Theorem 6 The stationary probability of w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn P StTn for the add-drop model is given by
pipwq “ 1
Z
nź
i“1
cwiyJwpi`1,wiq. (21)
where the normalization factor Z reads
Z “
ÿ
n1`¨¨¨`nT“n
˜
cn11 ¨ ¨ ¨ cnTT
Tź
i“1
hnipy1, . . . , yn´n1´¨¨¨´ni`1q
¸
(22)
with h` the complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree `.
The proof is a straightforward adaptation of that of Theorem 3, and is omitted here.
3.2 Annihilation model
In this model, we consider that the juggler first tries to send a ball of type 1. He chooses i P v1, n ` 1w
with probability zi, and tries sending the ball at the i-th available position. Here we assume that z1 `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` zn`1 “ 1. If i is a valid position (that is, it is not larger than the number of available positions
for the 1), there is a bumping sequence whose subsequent elements are drawn in the same way as for the
MSJMC. Otherwise, he tries instead to send a 2 according to the same procedure, etc. In the end, if he
did not manage to send any ball of type in v1, T ´ 1w, he just sends a T on the top (a T never generates a
bumping sequence). Note that failing to send a ball of type ` for an initial state w is done with probability
1´ yJwp2,`q. (23)
Globally, the probability of picking a new ball of type j and a bumping sequence a P Bjw´ reads
pwpj, aq “
#
zJwpa2,jq
śj´1
`“1
`
1´ yJwp2,`q
˘śk
i“3Qw,apiq if j ă T ,śT´1
`“1
`
1´ yJwp2,`q
˘
if j “ T , (24)
and the transition probabilities of the multispecies annihilation juggling Markov chain are obtained by
superseding this new definition of pwpj, aq into (19). Note that we recover the annihilation juggling
model of [ABCN15] when we set T “ 2.
Example 7 The transition matrix of the multispecies annihilation Markov chain on the set space St32 in
the ordered basis t11, 21, 31, 12, 22, 32, 13, 23, 33u reads¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
z1 0 0 z1pz2 ` z3q 0 0 pz2 ` z3q2 0 0
z1 0 0 z1pz2 ` z3q 0 0 pz2 ` z3q2 0 0
z1 0 0 z1pz2 ` z3q 0 0 pz2 ` z3q2 0 0
0 z1 0 z2 z1z3 0 0 z3pz2 ` z3q 0
0 z1 0 z2 z1z3 0 0 z3pz2 ` z3q 0
0 z1 0 z2 z1z3 0 0 z3pz2 ` z3q 0
0 0 z1 0 0 z1z3 z2 z2z3 z
2
3
0 0 z1 0 0 z1z3 z2 z2z3 z
2
3
0 0 z1 0 0 z1z3 z2 z2z3 z
2
3
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(25)
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Note that pz21 , z21pz2 ` z3q, z1pz2 ` z3q2, z1pz1 ` z2qpz2 ` z3q, z21z3pz2 ` z3q, z1z3pz2 ` z3q2,
pz1 ` z2qpz2 ` z3q2, z3pz1 ` z2qpz2 ` z3q2, z23pz2 ` z3q2q is a left eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1.
Theorem 8 The stationary probability of w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn P StTn for the annihilation model is given by
pipwq “
˜
nź
i“1,wiăT
yJwpi`1,wiq
¸¨˝
Tź
`“2
#ti|wiě`uź
j“1
`
zj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zn`1
˘‚˛. (26)
Moreover, here no normalization factor is needed asÿ
wPStTn
pipwq “ pz1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zn`1qnpT´1q “ 1. (27)
This theorem can be proved by enriching the chain as before. However, the stationary probabilities of
enriched states are no longer monomials in the zi’s, which suggest that a further enrichment is possible as
already observed for the case T “ 2 [ABCN15]. It also seems that there is an interesting pattern for the
eigenvalues of the transition matrix, which we plan to investigate in the future.
4 Several jugglers
We now consider a completely different generalization of Warrington’s model [War05]. Instead of a
multivariate or multispecies generalization, we will now consider that there are several jugglers, and that
each one of them can send the balls he catches to any other juggler. Let r, c, ` be nonnegative integers such
that ` ď rc, we denote by Srˆc the set of arrays with rˆc cells, each cell being either empty or containing
a ball, and by Srˆc,` the set of arrays in Srˆc containing exactly ` balls. Each column represents the balls
that are sent to a specific juggler. Let A and B be two arrays in Srˆc, we denote A´ the array obtained
by removing all the balls in the lowest row, and moving all the other balls down a row. We will also say
that A Ă B if all the balls in A are also in B. For i between 1 and r, we will note Ai the number of balls
in the i-th row (rows are numbered from top to bottom).
The several jugglers Markov chain is the Markov chain on the set space Srˆc,l whose transition proba-
bilities read, for A,B P S`rˆc,
PA,B “
#
1{` Arrc´``Ar˘ if A´ Ă B
0 otherwise.
(28)
Here, Ar is the number of balls in the lowest row of A, which is exactly the number of balls the jugglers
will have to send back. These Ar balls are reinjected uniformly in the rc ´ ` ` Ar available positions,
under the constraint that no two balls go to the same position.
Example 9 The transition Matrix of the several jugglers Markov chain on the set space S2ˆ2,2 in the
basis ordered p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q on Figure 4 reads¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
3
1
3 0
1
3 0 0
1
3
1
3 0
1
3 0 0
1
3 0
1
3 0
1
3 0
1
3 0
1
3 0
1
3 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚ (29)
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1
32 4 5
6
Fig. 4: The several jugglers Markov chain on the set space S2ˆ2,2.
Note that p6, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1q is a left eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1.
Again, we have an explicit expression for the stationary distribution of this Markov chain.
Theorem 10 The stationary probability of A P Srˆc,` for the several jugglers Markov chain reads
pipAq “ 1
Zrˆc,`
ź`
h“1
pcih ´ h` 1q (30)
where h counts the balls from top to bottom, and ih denotes the row in which the h-th ball is, upon number-
ing the balls from top to bottom (the order between columns is not relevant). Zrˆc,` is the normalization
factor.
It can be obtained by introducing a suitable enriched chain, involving “arches”, whose stationary dis-
tribution is the uniform distribution. Details are given in [ABC`15].
5 Conclusion
Several questions remain open in the multispecies juggling context. We have not found an expression
for the normalization factor for the juggling chain with several jugglers. We have also not yet found a
multiparameter version for the latter model, as the possibility of catching more than one ball at a time
changes the behavior quite drastically.
A multispecies model with several jugglers is one possible extension of our model. From a probabilistic
point of view, it would also be natural to look at the extension to infinite models, such as a Markov chain
on the set space Stn1,...,nT´1,8. This would contain as special cases, the infinite and unbounded juggling
models [ABCN15].
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